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A set of experiments are carried out to measure and understand the response of a free-burning
atmospheric pressure carbon arc to applied transverse dc and ac magnetic fields. The arc is found to
deflect parabolically for the dc field and assumes a growing sinusoidal structure for the ac field. A
simple analytic two-parameter fluid model of the arc dynamics is derived, in which the arc response
is governed by the arc jet originating at the cathode, with the applied J�B force balanced by inertia.
Time variation of the applied field allows evaluation of the parameters individually. A fit of the
model to the experimental data gives a value for the average jet speed an order of magnitude below
Maecker’s estimate of the maximum jet speed �H. Maecker, Z. Phys. 141, 198 �1955��. An example
industrial application of the model is considered. © 2000 American Institute of Physics.
�S1070-664X�00�04406-2�

I. INTRODUCTION

Thermal plasma generators in the form of dc arcs find
numerous applications in materials processing,1 metallurgy,2

and welding.3 Types of arcs can be categorized by ambient
pressure, arc current, and electrode geometry.4 The interac-
tion of various arcs with applied dc magnetic fields has been
studied extensively with regard to applications such as mag-
netically rotated arcs, driven arcs, and magnetically balanced
arcs.5,6 In these applications, the arc is moving as a whole
with respect to the surrounding atmosphere. This paper per-
tains to the magnetic deflection of a dc arc which is free to
move on a large area anode and is fixed at an emission spot
on the cathode. In this case, as will be seen below, the arc is
deformed by the applied magnetic field. This type of setup is
found in welding and arc furnace applications, where arc
deflection due to stray magnetic fields from the electrical
power feeds can cause uneven melting or furnace wall hot
spots and erosion.7–9

Maecker10 has given a general description of arc motion
and equilibrium in external magnetic and flow fields. That
description, however, becomes inadequate for high intensity
arcs (I�100 A�, where strong plasma flows generated by
magnetic pumping effect11 at the cathode become important.
In Ref. 12, experiments on a low current (I�12 A� arc sub-
jected to an oscillating transverse magnetic field of up to 100
Hz are analyzed on the basis of a balance of the Lorentz J
�B force, inertia, and aerodynamic drag. Reference 13 ex-
amined a low current arc in the dc transverse magnetic field
with fixed anode and cathode regions on the basis of an
inhomogeneous heat flow. Speckhofer et al.14 performed ex-
periments and three-dimensional numerical modeling on a
short �3 mm� 100 A arc in the transverse dc magnetic field
for a conical tungsten cathode.

A qualitative description of the behavior of an arc simi-
lar to that studied in the present paper was given in Ref. 15

for dc and 50 Hz ac applied magnetic field together with a
discussion of the forces acting on the moving column of the
arc. Lancaster3 gives a description of magnetic field effects
in welding, as well as empirical and analytic expressions for
gas tungsten welding arc deflection in dc fields. However, no
consistent quantitative experimental analysis of a high cur-
rent arc motion in response magnetic fields from dc to high
frequencies is found in the literature.

In addition to possible applications, development of a
simple model of arc dynamics in this parameter regime
should help in understanding the physical mechanisms of arc
instability phenomena found in these arcs. The analysis of an
arc instability occurring for certain cathode geometries in the
present experiment is the subject of Ref. 16.

An important feature of the higher current arcs, such as
the one in the present experiments, is a jet directed normal to
the cathode surface. The jet originates at the cathode due to
the increased self-magnetic field in the cathode region, where
the arc is constricted due to the thermionic emission mecha-
nism. The mechanism of the jet formation is discussed in
Ref. 11. The significance of this jet in the present experi-
ments will become apparent in Secs. IV and V below.

This paper is organized as follows: Sec. II describes the
experimental setup, Sec. III gives the experimental results,
Sec. IV gives a derivation of the model, Sec. V applies the
model to the experimental data, Sec. VI projects the model to
an industrial scale arc furnace, and finally, Sec. VII discusses
the results and gives conclusions.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A side view of the experimental setup is shown sche-
matically in Fig. 1, and a top-down view of the setup geom-
etry is shown in Fig. 2. The arc is struck by contact between
a vertical graphite rod cathode and a flat metal surface anode
whose diameter is much larger than the arc diameter. The arc
length is adjusted by moving the cathode. The arc is burning
at atmospheric pressure in air. Power is supplied from a
current-regulated 30 kW dc power supply. Within a minute
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after the arc is initiated by an electrode contact, the metal
surface of the anode becomes molten. A set of coils is used
to apply a magnetic field to the arc in the direction perpen-
dicular to the arc current. A signal generator and an audio
amplifier are used to drive the coils at single frequencies in
the range dc-2 kHz. Deflection experiments are conducted
using the 3/8 in. copper-clad graphite rod cathode, as well as
a larger 1 in. diam graphite cathode. Two different types of
anodes were used; a large area iron �4 in. diam� cylinder
enclosed in a conducting tar impregnated MgO brick cru-
cible �such as used in arc furnaces�, and nonmagnetic stain-
less steel �6 in. diam� ingots. There was no difference in the
arc behavior between these two types of anodes.

The parameter space available in the experiments is arc
length 0–7 cm, arc current 100–250 A, applied magnetic
field strength 0–5 Gauss, and frequency dc-2 kHz.

The shape of the arc in applied magnetic field is obtained
using an intensified CCD camera �ITT 4577� with typically a
10 �s gate duration at a rate of 60 frames/s. The plane of
view of the camera is perpendicular to the applied magnetic
field. The raw image of the arc as captured by a frame grab-
ber is processed to give the coordinates of the points along
the center of the luminous arc column by finding the centroid
of brightness along each horizontal line of pixels. The arc
shape is defined as the locus of such points.

Continuous monitoring of the arc column position along
a horizontal line is accomplished using a linear array of 8
collimated photodiodes with a bandwidth of 80 kHz. Data
acquisition is synchronized to the gating pulse of the camera.

III. DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Arc behavior with no external magnetic field

The starting point for all the applied transverse magnetic
field experiments is an arc with less than 1% voltage and
current fluctuations that is stable except for a slow precession
of the arc on the tip of the cathode. The effect of this motion
is that the angle the arc axis makes with the axis of the
electrodes varies within approximately �5°. Since the time
scale for this precession �1 cycle in 20 s� is much longer than
all other time scales in the experiment, this angle is taken as
a dc position offset in the analysis below. The origin of this
precession lies in thermal and erosion processes at the cath-
ode and is discussed in Ref. 16.

B. Observed response of the arc

Motion of the arc in response to applied transverse mag-
netic field is strictly in the plane perpendicular to the field
direction. This was ascertained by viewing the arc directly as
well as at 90° using a mirror.

No significant differences in the response of the arc are
found between 3/8 and 1 in. diam graphite cathodes and
between iron and steel anodes.

1. dc and low frequencies

For dc applied magnetic field, the arc exhibits a deflec-
tion in the direction expected from the J�B force, with
maximum deflection at the anode �Fig. 3�. The shape of the
deflected arc is stable and is well fitted by a parabola. For
low frequency oscillating transverse magnetic field, when the
applied frequency is �80 Hz, the arc is swept across the
anode surface while being anchored at the cathode. The
shape of the arc at any point in time is parabolic, as in the dc
field case. The amount of deflection and the arc shape are
found to be independent of magnetic field frequency for low
frequencies. This can seen in Fig. 4 showing the results of
parabolic fit to arc shape vs frequency.

Figure 4 is obtained by fitting a parabola �(z)�A1z
�A2z2, where z is the vertical distance from the cathode and
� is the measured displacement from the vertical, to the arc
shape for different frequencies of the applied field. The co-
efficient A1 accounts for the variation of the angle of the arc

FIG. 1. Experimental setup �side view�.

FIG. 2. Experimental setup �top down view showing the geometry of the
coils for the transverse magnetic field�.
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with respect to the vertical �discussed in Sec. III A above�.
For each frequency, the fits are done at several different
phases of the applied magnetic field. The resulting A2 coef-
ficients vary linearly with the instantaneous applied magnetic
field. Effects of any dc bias magnetic field, such as due to
Earth’s magnetic field and the field from the current feeds,
are removed by performing a linear fit of A2 vs the instanta-
neous applied magnetic field. Each data point in Fig. 4 is the
mean value of the slope thus obtained.

2. High frequencies

For applied magnetic field frequencies above 100 Hz,
the arc shape is no longer parabolic. As in low frequency
case, the arc is anchored at the cathode and is swept across a
line segment of the anode. However, the arc shape at any
moment in time is a growing sinusoid, with the amplitude
increasing towards the anode. Sample images of the arc at
three different frequencies of applied field are shown in Fig.
5�a�. The longitudinal mode number increases with the ap-
plied frequency, while the amplitude of displacement at a
given vertical position decreases with increasing frequency.
For higher arc currents, the mode number decreases. Time
evolution of the arc shape for fixed experimental conditions
is shown in Fig. 5�b�. The arc shape is periodic in time at the
frequency of the applied field. The analysis of the high fre-
quency data are in Sec. V B.

IV. THEORETICAL MODEL

The arc shape data for dc and ac applied magnetic fields
was quantitatively analyzed on the basis of a model derived
below. Comparison of data with the model is given in Sec.
V.

A. Assumptions

In order to make an analytical solution tractable, a one-
dimensional �1D�, linear approximation is used. The follow-
ing assumptions are made in the derivation:

�1� Arc dynamics can be described by single fluid equations
due to the high collisionality, as discussed in Sec. IV G.

�2� A thin-wire �1D� approximation is made replacing actual
cross-sectional profiles of mass density, current density,
and axial flow velocity with linear mass density, arc cur-
rent, and an average jet speed, respectively. The linear
mass density and average jet speed are assumed constant
along the length of the column. Any pressure gradients
are assumed to be internal to the arc. The assumption of
constant average jet speed is probably reasonable be-
cause, even though the peak velocity decreases some-

what with distance from the cathode, the velocity aver-
aged over the arc cross section should remain fairly
constant due to momentum conservation in the jet. This
can be seen in the time evolution of the arc shape in Fig.
5�b�, where the ‘‘bends’’ in the arc column are moving
down at an approximately constant rate.

�3� The arc displacement from the equilibrium axis is suffi-
ciently small for transverse component of current density
and jet velocity to be small compared to the respective
axial components.

�4� Motion of the arc due to heat flux effects17 is negligible
�see Sec. IV G�.

�5� The self-magnetic field effect is negligible. This assump-
tion is relaxed in Sec. IV E.

�6� The arc is anchored at the cathode emission spot and is
free to move over the anode surface. This assumption is
relaxed in Sec. IV C.

�7� Gravity effects are neglected. The characteristic flow
speed due to buoyancy is �gL�0.8 m/s, where g is ac-
celeration of gravity and L�0.07 m is the arc length; it is
much slower than the average jet speeds inferred
(�20 m/s).

�8� The applied magnetic field is uniform along the length of
the arc. This assumption is examined in Sec. IV F.

B. Derivation of the equation of the arc shape

With the above assumptions, the force balance equation
is

FIG. 4. The shape of the arc is independent of frequency for low frequency
applied magnetic field. Here, the coefficient A2 resulting from the fit of a
parabola �(z)�A1z�A2z2, where z is the vertical distance from the cath-
ode, to the arc shape, normalized to instantaneous magnetic field is plotted
vs frequency. Arc current is 145 A; arc length is 4 cm. The error bars are the
standard error from linear fits of data at different phases of the applied field.

FIG. 3. Arc deflection for dc and low frequency ac
magnetic field. Pictures are negatives of images taken
with 10 �s exposure intensified CCD camera. Pictures
are compressed vertically 2.4:1. The schematic shows
the location of the cathode and the anode and the direc-
tion of applied magnetic field.
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m
	v
	t

�m�v"
…v�I�B, �1�

where m is the linear mass density. Letting z-axis be the
equilibrium arc axis, B� x̂B cos(�t), jet velocity v� ṽ ŷ

�v ẑ , where v is the jet speed and ṽ is the perturbed trans-
verse velocity, with ṽ/v �1. Linearizing Eq. �1� in this way,
get

	 ṽ
	t

�v
	 ṽ
	z

�
IB

m
cos��t �. �2�

Letting � denote transverse displacement, ṽ is given by the
convective derivative ṽ� D�/dt . Expanding the convective
derivative and linearizing we get

ṽ�
	�

	t
�v

	�

	z
. �3�

Substituting Eq. �3� into Eq. �2�, we obtain

	2�

	t2
�2v

	2�

	t	z
�v2

	2�

	z2
�

IB

m
cos��t �. �4�

The initial conditions at the cathode z�0 corresponding to
the assumption that the arc is fixed at the cathode emission
spot are �(z ,t)�z�0�0 and 	�/	z �z�0�0. Since we seek a
steady-state solution in time with initial conditions in z, Eq.
�4� can be solved by Fourier transforming in time and
Laplace transforming in space �along z�. One gets

��z ,t ��
IB

m�2 �cos� �t	
�z

v �
	cos��t �	

z�

v
sin� �t	

�z

v � � . �5�

For (�z/v)�1 �low frequency limit�, sin and cos can be
expanded in power series, giving

��z ,t ��
IB cos��t �

2mv2
z2�

IB� sin��t �

3mv3
z3�O� z�

v � 4

�6�

which gives parabolic deflection plus a cubic correction that
is important for zero crossings of the magnetic field �when
phase �t is a multiple of �/2). For the dc magnetic field, in
the limit �→0, Eq. �6� reduces to

��z ,t ��
IB

2mv2
z2. �7�

Parabolic deflection is thus recovered in the low frequency
limit, as expected from the experiments described in Sec.
III B.

Equation �7� is consistent with the expression for dc de-
flection given in Ref. 3,

y�
JBz2

2v2
, �8�

where J and  are current and mass densities, respectively.
Assuming J and  to be average values over the arc cross
section and multiplying top and bottom of Eq. �8� by the
cross-sectional area of the arc, one arrives at Eq. �7�.

The above equations can be rewritten in dimensionless
form by defining a length scale by v/� , equal to the distance
the jet travels in an oscillation of the applied field, divided by
2�; the time scale by 1/� , equal the oscillation period di-
vided by 2� . Equation �5� can then be rewritten as

��� ,���M �cos��	��	cos���	� sin��	��� , �9�

where ����/v , ���t , M�IB/m�v , and ��z�/v . The
dimensionless number M, rewritten as M�(IB/�)/mv can
be interpreted as the ratio of transverse momentum imparted
by the I�B force on a section of the arc in a time 1/� to the
axial momentum of the jet.

Equation �9� is plotted in Fig. 6 for a particular time �
and a short time �� later. As can be seen in the figure, the
fluid elements of the arc move mostly in the axial direction
away from the cathode. The same can be seen in the experi-
mentally observed time evolution of the arc shape �Fig.

FIG. 5. �a� Sample pictures of the arc in applied ac magnetic field. The
geometry is the same as in Fig. 3. Labels indicate the peak amplitude and
frequency of applied magnetic field and the arc current. As can be seen from
the pictures, the mode number is higher for higher frequency and lower for
higher current. �b� Time evolution of the arc shape for 3.5 G 1212 Hz
applied magnetic field and 150 A arc current. The pictures are consecutive
frames taken at 60 frames/s. The beat frequency between the applied field
frequency and the framing rate is 12 Hz, resulting in the arc shape repeating
itself every five frames. All pictures are negatives, 10 �s exposure; horizon-
tal scale is expanded 2.4:1.

FIG. 6. Derived arc shape and its time evolution: dashed curve shows arc
shape at a particular time �1 , solid—a short time �� later. In this example,
�1�0, ���0.6, M�	0.1. Cathode is at �0,0�. See text for definition of the
dimensionless variables and numbers.
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5�b��. The fluid elements thus do not cross the axis with each
oscillation of the applied magnetic field, and the spatially
oscillatory arc shape results mostly from the switching of the
initial parabolic deflection of each fluid element near the
cathode (��1).

Figure 7 zooms in on region ��1, which represents the
cases of low frequency, high jet speed, or short distances
from the cathode. In Fig. 8, �(� ,�) is plotted for many val-
ues of � , showing the expected envelope for arc displace-
ment. The envelope can be defined as the locus of peaks of
� , i.e., (� ,�) such that 	�/	��0. Applying this condition to
Eq. �9�, one gets

���	�/	���0��M ��	sin �� . �10�

Or, for �
1,

���	�/	���0��M� . �11�

That is, the envelope for arc motion is approximately a cone.
The above equations are shown in Fig. 8 as gray and broken
lines, respectively.

C. Effect of the cathode spot motion

If the assumption of arc attachment spot being immobile
on the cathode is relaxed, the arc shape, and therefore quan-
tities inferred from it could change. The effect would depend
on how much and how quickly the spot would move in re-
sponse to the applied transverse field. Assuming the spot
would move in the plane of motion of the arc column �trans-
verse to the applied field�, and that the surface of the cathode
is flat and parallel to the anode surface, let the position of the
spot on the cathode be given as y� f (t). If the other assump-
tions made in the above derivation of arc shape �Sec. IV A�
are retained, the differential equation �4� for arc shape still
holds. The only change is that the initial conditions at the
cathode z�0 are now a function of time, �(z ,t)�z�0� f (t)
and (	�/	z)�z�0�0. Incorporating these initial conditions in
Laplace transform in z, the solution, rewritten in the same
dimensionless form as Eq. �9�, becomes

��� ,���
�

v
� f ��	���� f ���	���

�M �cos��	��	cos���	� sin��	��� . �12�

If, furthermore, the spot is assumed to move harmonically
and in phase with the driving field, with an amplitude a,
f (t)�a cos(�t), arc shape becomes

��� ,���� M�
a�

v � �cos��	��	cos���	� sin��	���

�
a�

v
cos���. �13�

The shape of the arc in this case is thus identical to the
anchored spot case, except for an increase in the amplitude
of arc displacement M→M�a�/v and a harmonic motion
of the column as a whole.

D. Aerodynamic drag

In the above derivation the effect of the force of drag of
the surrounding gas on the moving arc was neglected. The
hydrodynamic Reynolds number for transverse motion of the
arc is

Re�
Lv

�
�

�0.01 m��1 m/s��0.07 kg/m3�

1.3�10	4 kg/m s
�5, �14�

where L is the arc diameter;  and � are mass density and
viscosity of the surrounding gas, respectively, and their val-
ues are taken from Ref. 18. Since Re is low, the aerodynamic
drag per unit length of the column experienced by the arc as
it moves through the surrounding gas is proportional to
speed,19

Fdrag�C�v , �15�

where C�1 is a dimensionless constant. In the above, the
relevant v is the component of velocity normal to the arc
column, and, for 	�/	z�1 it is 	�/	t . Adding this force
term to the equation for arc shape, we get, in dimensionless
form,

	2�

	�2
�2

	2�

	�	�
�

	2�

	�2
�M cos���	G

	�

	�
, �16�

where G�C�/m� , the other quantities defined as before.
Equation �16� can be solved analytically using the same

FIG. 7. Arc shape for ��1 for several different times. M�	0.1. Cathode
is at �0,0�.

FIG. 8. Overlay of arc shapes at different times shows the envelope of the
arc displacement. The envelope for arc motion, given by �M ��	sin(�)�, is
shown in light gray. A cone given by lines �M� is shown dashed. Here,
M�	0.1. Cathode is at �0,0�.
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Fourier/Laplace method as before. The result shows that the
effect of drag is small for ��G�1, i.e., for z�v�m/C��
�5 cm for the highest frequencies studied. For lower fre-
quencies, the effect is negligible even for longer arc lengths.
Figure 9 shows an example of the arc shape with and without
the aerodynamic drag effect for parameters corresponding to
the high frequency experiments.

E. Effect of the self-magnetic field

In this section, an attempt is made to relax the assump-
tion made until now of neglecting the self-magnetic field
effect in deriving the shape of the arc. Still following the 1D
approximation, the local effect of the self-field on a dis-
placed arc column can be modeled as a force per unit length
of the column dependent on the local curvature of the col-
umn and normal to it,20

Fself�
�0I2

4�R
ln

l

a
, �17�

where I is the arc current, R is local radius of curvature, a is
the radius of arc column, and l is a characteristic length of
the bending including geometrical factors. The force balance
equation is then given by

m
	v
	t

�m�v"
�v�I�B�Fself , �18�

where m is mass per unit length of arc, I is arc current.
Proceeding as in Sec. IV B, get

	2�

	t2
�2v

	2�

	t	z
�v2

	2�

	z2
�

IB

m
cos��t ��

Fself

m
. �19�

For sufficiently small slope of the displaced arc column, the
curvature can be approximated by the second derivative of
the displacement,21 1/R�	(	2�/	z2), where the minus sign
is included to indicate the outward direction of the self-field
force. Substituting expression �17� and making this approxi-
mation, the equation for arc displacement becomes

	2�

	t2
�2v

	2�

	t	z
��v2�

�0I2

4�m
ln

l

a�	2�

	z2
�

IB

m
cos��t �. �20�

Rewriting this in dimensionless form,

	2�

	�2
�2

	2�

	�	�
��1�N �

	2�

	�2
�M cos���, �21�

where N�(�0I2/4�mv2) ln (l/a), the other dimensionless
variables and M defined as before. The dimensionless quan-
tity N rewritten as Fself /(mv2/R) using Eq. �17�, can be seen
as the ratio of the self-field force to the centripetal force of
the jet. Another interpretation of N is the ratio of the mag-
netic energy to the kinetic energy in the jet, �0I2/4�mv2

��(Bself
2 /2�0)�a2�/(mv2/2), where Bself��0I/2�a is the

self-field at arc radius a and Bself
2 /2�0 is the magnetic energy

density.
Since N is dependent on l only logarithmically, it is

taken as a constant. Using the initial conditions and the
method used in Sec. IV B, the solution is

��� ,���M� cos� �	
�

1�K2� cosh� K�

1�K2�
	

1

K
sin� �	

�

1�K2� sinh� K�

1�K2� 	cos���� ,

�22�

where K��N .
In the limit K→0, Eq. �22�, as expected, reduces to the

arc shape with no self-field effect, given by Eq. �9�. For
sufficiently high applied magnetic field frequency when K�
�1, even if K�1, a significant effect is expected because of
exponential growth of cosh and sinh. The arc shape given by
Eq. �22� is plotted in Fig. 10 for a value of K consistent with
the experimental arc parameters. The arc shape without in-
cluding the self-magnetic field effect is also shown for com-
parison. Clearly, inclusion of the self-field interaction in this
manner dramatically affects the calculated arc shape for �
�1/K . The envelope of arc displacement no longer grows
linearly with distance from the cathode, as in Fig. 8, but
grows exponentially. The perturbation given to the arc shape
by the oscillating applied field is then growing with a mecha-
nism similar to the m�1 instability in a z-pinch.22

In the low frequency and dc limit for which ��1, Eq.
�22� can be expanded as

FIG. 10. Calculated shape of the arc including the self-magnetic field effect.
K��N�0.44, M�	0.1. For comparison, the shape calculated without the
self-field effect (K�0) is shown as the dashed curve. At 1200 Hz, a 4 cm
long arc extends to ��4� .

FIG. 9. Arc shape with �solid line� and without �dashed� the aerodynamic
drag effect. M�	0.081, G�2.8�10	3, frequency of applied magnetic
field is 1212 Hz. At this frequency, a 4 cm arc extends to ��4� , and the
drag effect is thus negligible.
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��
M

1�K2 �1

2
cos����2�

sin���

3�1�K2�
�3��O��4�. �23�

The deflection is thus still parabolic to the lowest order, with
the self-field contribution that is small for K�1. For K�1
however, the arc would be deflected less than expected with-
out inclusion of self-field effect �compare to Eq. �6��.

Going back to dimensional quantities, the deflection in
the dc (�→0) limit becomes

��z ��
IB

2mv2�1�N �
z2, �24�

where N�K2 as before.
The numerical value of N depends on the geometry of

the deformed arc column. For parabolically deflected col-
umn, N is given by �see the Appendix�

N�
�0I2

4�mv2 � ln
h

a
	1 � , �25�

where h is the electrode separation, and a is the arc radius.
For nonparabolic �higher frequency� deflection, a numerical
calculation discussed in the Appendix shows that Eq. �17�
gives an overestimate for the self-field effect. The effect of
self-fields in the experiment is discussed in Sec. V C.

F. Nonuniform applied magnetic field

It has been assumed until now that the applied magnetic
field is uniform over the length of the arc. If a gradient exists
in the applied field, the driving term on the right-hand side of
Eq. �4� will be a function of z. Assuming the applied field
decreases form a value B at the cathode (z�0) to a value Ba

at the anode (z�h),

B�z ��
�Ba	B �z

h
�B . �26�

Substituting this B(z) into the driving term on the right-hand
side of Eq. �4�, and rewriting in dimensionless form, we
obtain this modified equation for arc shape,

	2�

	�2
�2

	2�

	�	�
�

	2�

	�2
�M cos���� �b	1 �

�v
h�

�1 � , �27�

where b�Ba /B . Using the same method as above, the solu-
tion is

��� ,���M �cos��	��	cos���	�sin��	���

�
Mv�b	1 �

h�
�2 sin���	2 sin��	��

	� cos���	� cos��	��� , �28�

where the quantity in the first square brackets is the original
solution for a uniform field. The ratio of magnitudes of the
correction to the original solution is (b	1)v/h� . The cor-
rection is therefore small for v/h��1, or �
v/h , even if
the magnetic field decreases to 0 at the anode (b�0). In the

present experiment, v�23 m/s and h�0.04 m. Thus, for
frequencies greater than �100 Hz, the correction due to an
applied field gradient can be ignored.

For low frequencies, when v/h��1, Eq. �28� can be
expanded in powers of � as before, since in this limit �
�z�/v�h�/v�1,

��
M

2
cos����2�M � 1

3
sin���	

�1	b �v cos���

6h� � �3�O���4.

�29�

The largest difference in the arc shape due to nonuniformity
would then occur at the anode, i.e., at ��h�/v . The ratio of
the third term to the first one would then equal (1	b)/3.
Thus the error in assuming a uniform applied field is (1
	b)/3�100%. Measurements of the applied magnetic field
in the present experiments show a maximum gradient of 20%
over the 4 cm arc length, corresponding to b�0.8 and there-
fore the maximum error in neglecting the gradient is 7%.

G. Range of validity of the model

The validity of the derived model is limited by the as-
sumptions listed in Sec. IV A. The high collisionality as-
sumption is justified since the collision frequency is greater
than the cyclotron frequencies and the applied field fre-
quency, �ee��en�1011 Hz. �ce�2.8�106B Hz�108 Hz,23

and the highest applied field frequency is 2 kHz.
Assumption �3� is examined as follows. The arc current

direction is always tangent to the arc column. Unit tangent
vector to a curve r(t)�x(t) x̂�y(t) ŷ�z(t) ẑ is given by T
�r�(t)/�r�(t)� . Parameterizing the arc shape by the distance
from cathode z, we get

r�z ��zẑ���z � ŷ ,
�30�

r��z �� ẑ�
	�

	z
ŷ .

From Eq. �5�,

	�

	z
�

M�z

v
cos� �t	

�z

v � . �31�

The direction of the arc current is then given by

T�

ẑ� ŷ
M�z

v
cos� �t	

�z

v
�

�1�� M�z

v
� 2

cos2� �t	
�z

v
�

. �32�

Therefore, the transverse component of the current is small
for M�z/v�1, i.e., z�mv2/IB . From the experiment,
mv2/IB�4 cm at 5.6 G and 150 A. Thus, the assumption of
small transverse current component is valid for distances
from the cathode up to 4 cm; further for smaller applied
fields and higher arc currents �if v�I as found in the present
experiments, see Sec. V B�.

The transverse component of velocity ṽ can be com-
pared to the axial jet speed v by evaluating ṽ using definition
�3� and Eq. �5�,
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ṽ
v

�M � sin��t �	sin� �t	
�z

v � � . �33�

Thus, ṽ is small for M�1, which is always the case in the
present experiments (M�0.3). For �→0 �dc deflection
case�, Eq. �33� becomes ṽ/v�M (�z/v), or ṽ/v
�IBz/mv2, and the condition for validity is then the same
as derived above, namely, z�mv2/IB , or z�4 cm.

Assumption �4� can be verified by considering the dis-
placement due to anisotropic heat flux in a curved arc col-
umn. This effect is discussed in Ref. 17, where the following
expression is derived for the velocity of the arc temperature
distribution:

vT�10dm� m

e
� � 1

R � , �34�

where dm is thermal diffusivity,  is mass density, R is the
radius of curvature of the column, and subscripts m and e
refer to values at the temperature maximum in the arc and
externally to the arc, respectively. The direction of this mo-
tion is towards the center of curvature. In order estimate the
importance of this effect, the displacement �� caused by vT

over the transit time of the jet from the cathode to the anode
can be compared to the displacement � derived above ne-
glecting this effect. From Eq. �9� the curvature is

1

R
�

	2�

	z2
�

�

v
	2�

	�2

�
�M

v
�cos��	���� sin��	����

�M

v
�; �35�

vT therefore is

vT�10dm� m

e
� � Mz�2

v2 � . �36�

The displacement due to vT would then be

����
0

t

vTdt��
0

zvT

v
dz�10dm� m

e
� � M�2z2

2v3 � . �37�

Using the envelope of arc displacement Eq. �11�, ��Mz and
therefore

��

�
�10dm� m

e
� � �2z

2v3 � . �38�

For this effect to be small, ��/� should be �1. From Eq.
�38�, this implies

z�� v3

�2� � e

5mdm
�

�
�23 m/s��0.7 kg/m3�

��2�� 1200 Hz�2�5 ��1.7�10	2 kg/m3��0.02 m2/s�

�0.09 m, �39�

where density and diffusivity values are taken from Ref. 18.
Thus, Assumption �4� is valid for z�9 cm for f �1200 Hz

and v�20 m/s, which is the case for the present experi-
ments. For frequencies lower than 1200 Hz and for higher jet
speeds, the effect is negligible even for longer arc lengths.

V. APPLICATION OF THE MODEL TO EXPERIMENT

In this section, the above model is applied to the experi-
mental results. The model for arc shape has two parameters
that are not measured directly in the experiments; the axial
jet speed v and the linear mass density m. For dc and low
frequency deflection, both of these parameters appear in a
single coefficient �see Eq. �7�� that can be obtained from the
parabolic fit but cannot be evaluated separately. For higher
frequencies (�z/v�1), the jet speed and mass density ap-
pear as independent parameters �Eq. �5��, and thus can be
inferred from experimental data.

A. Low frequency case

Equation �24� was used to obtain the quantity
I/�2mv2(1�N)� from low frequency deflection experi-
ments. As discussed in Sec. III B and shown in Fig. 4, the
low frequency response is found to be independent of the
applied field frequency, as expected from Eq. �6�. The de-
flection is parabolic and proportional to the applied field
strength.

B. Higher frequencies

As mentioned in Sec. III A, the angle that the arc axis
makes with the electrode axis varies slowly. In order to ac-
count for this offset, this angle has been added to Eq. �9� as
a third fit parameter,24 � ,

��z ,t ��
Mv
� �cos� �	

�z

v �	cos���	
z�

v
sin� �	

�z

v � ���z .

�40�

Data points (z ,�(z)) are obtained from the camera images.
The phase of the applied magnetic field, ���t at each image
taken by the camera is known precisely from the phase of the
current in the coils. Equation �40� is fitted to the data points
with M, v , and angle � as fit parameters using a nonlinear
least-squares curve fit.25

The direction of Earth’s magnetic field is transverse to
the arc current, which puts a small parabolic deflection bias
on the arc column. From the low frequency deflection data
�Fig. 4�, the maximum deflection occurs at the anode, and for
the 0.4 Gauss Earth’s magnetic field and a 4 cm long arc is
�0.015/cm/Gauss��0.4 Gauss��4 cm)2�0.1 cm. This deflec-
tion is much smaller than the �1 cm arc column displace-
ment due to the applied magnetic field and is neglected in the
model.

Two example higher frequency fits to experimentally ob-
tained arc shape are shown in Fig. 11. Such fits are obtained
for many arc shapes for a range of frequencies, arc lengths,
and arc currents, with the goodness of fit similar to the ex-
amples shown. The correlation coefficient R of the fits is
plotted in Fig. 12 for several frequencies, and is generally
0.95 or higher, and typically is 0.98.

The jet speed v inferred from such fits is found to be is
independent of frequency and amplitude of the applied mag-
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netic field to within the error bars, as can be seen in Figs. 13
and 14. This is as expected, since the jet speed is determined
by the constriction at the cathode and should not depend on
the applied field.11 Its value is significantly below Maecker’s
estimate of �200 m/s.11 Maecker’s estimate is that of the
maximum jet velocity near to the cathode region, while the
jet velocity inferred from the fits is an average along the arc
length and cross section. Velocity profiles measured on simi-
lar arcs26 show an initial rapid slowing down of axial flow
within an arc diameter downstream of the cathode, due to
momentum transfer to and entrainment of the surrounding
gas,26 followed by much a smaller gradient further down the
axis.

The inferred jet speed is also seen to be independent of
the arc length as length was varied by 30% �Figure 15�. This
indicates that at approximately 3 cm from the cathode, the
gradient in the cross section averaged axial speed is smaller
than the measurement error, i.e., 	v/	z�5 m/s/cm.

The value of the jet speed inferred from the fits is in
agreement with speeds of particles observed moving in the
arc using a fast framing camera.27,28 These particles appar-
ently come off the graphite cathode. An example is shown in
Fig. 16. Particles were seen to traverse the length of the arc
(�4 cm� in 2 ms, giving a speed of �2000 cm/s. However,
since the initial speed at which the particle is released from
the cathode, and the amount of coupling of particle velocity
to the gas flow has not been measured, it is not known how
accurately the particle speeds represent the jet speed.

Having obtained the value of v from the high frequency
fits, one can now quantify the low frequency limit z�/v
�1 derived in Sec. IV B. For a 4 cm long 150 A arc,

��
v
z

�
23 m/s

0.04 m
�575 s	1. �41�

Thus, the low frequency limit, and therefore parabolic de-
flection, should be obtained for frequencies f �575 s	1/2�
�90 Hz. As mentioned in Sec. III B, the deflection is para-
bolic for frequencies up to �80 Hz.

Figure 17 shows the variation of inferred jet speed with
arc current. The jet speed scales linearly in this current range.
This is in agreement with Maecker’s scaling of jet speed11

v��(�0/2�2rc
2)I if the cathode spot radius, rc , remains

constant.
Figure 18 shows the scaling of the fit parameter M with

the applied field obtained from the high frequency fits. Since
M determines the amplitude of the deflection and the arc
shape is well fitted by Eq. �40�, it can be inferred that the
deflection amplitude is proportional to the applied field in
this range of applied field amplitudes, as expected. The sig-
nificance of the deviation of the value of M at the 0.8 G data
point in the figure from the expected linear characteristic is
not clear. The Earth’s field is probably responsible for some
of this deviation. However, the deflection due to the Earth’s
field is parabolic, and thus should not influence significantly
the amplitude of the sinusoidal displacement for the 700 Hz
data shown in the figure.

The mass density inferred from the fits exhibits fluctua-

FIG. 11. Examples of experimentally
obtained arc shape fitted by the model
�neglecting the self-magnetic field ef-
fect�. The jet speed v , interaction pa-
rameter M containing the mass den-
sity, and the angle of the arc axis are
the fit parameters. R is the fit correla-
tion coefficient. Horizontal scales are
enlarged. Arc current is 150 A.

FIG. 12. Correlation coefficient R of the model fit to the arc shape for
several frequencies of applied magnetic field.
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tions from run-to-run, which are not explained by the model,
as can be seen in Fig. 19. Based on measured temperature
profiles of a 200 A carbon arc in air29 and density values
from Ref. 18, these linear mass density values imply an arc
radius of approximately 0.7 cm, corresponding to a tempera-
ture at that radius of 6000–7000 K. Large radial temperature
�and therefore, density� gradients at this arc radius could ac-
count for the variation of this parameter.

The density values at 20 Hz were obtained by assuming
a jet speed of 23 m/s inferred from high frequency experi-
ments and including the self-field effect as given by Eq. �24�.
It lies within the error bars of values at higher frequencies,
indicating the model’s consistency across this frequency
range. Also shown is the value at 20 Hz if no self-magnetic
field effect is included. The self-field effect is discussed in
detail in Sec. V C below.

C. Self-field effects

In Sec. IV E, an attempt was made to include the effect
of the self-magnetic field of the arc in the model by using an

analytical approximation resulting in a simplified self-field
term in Eq. �21�. This approximation gives an exponentially
growing envelope for the arc shape for high frequencies, as
discussed in Sec. IV E. In fact, the measured arc shapes do
not show this exponential growth and the observed arc shape
is best described by Eq. �5� without the simplified self-field
term. This is illustrated in Fig. 20, in which the fit produced
using Eq. �22� with the simplified self-field term is compared
with the fit without this term. As can be seen in the figure,
the model with the self-field approximation is only able to
reproduce the first half-wavelength on the measured arc
shape, and rapidly diverges from the arc shape with further
distance from the cathode. Thus, it is found that including
the self-field approximation of Eq. �21� gives an arc shape
inconsistent with the observations. Therefore, for all the high
frequency results presented above, arc shape was fitted using
Eq. �5� neglecting self-field effect.

Several possible reasons why Eq. �22� fails to model the
arc shape correctly are as follows. First, expression �17� for
the force due to the self-magnetic field is a local approxima-
tion, neglecting the force due to the current in the rest of the
arc column. Second, the expression is valid for R
a , where
a is the arc radius. For higher frequency ac experiments,
however, R�a . Thus, in order to properly take the self-field
into account, a 2D model is needed, which would include a
current density J(x) instead of total current. Third, the ap-

FIG. 13. Inferred jet speed is independent of the frequency of the applied
magnetic field. Arc current is 150 A. Error bars are one standard deviation
from measurements at different phases of magnetic field.

FIG. 14. Inferred jet speed is independent of the applied field amplitude, as
expected. Applied field frequency is 702.5 Hz; arc current is 150 A. Error
bars are one standard deviation from measurements at different phases of
magnetic field.

FIG. 15. Inferred jet speed is independent of arc length. Arc current is 150
A. Applied field frequency is 626 Hz. Error bars are one standard deviation
from measurements at different phases of magnetic field.

FIG. 16. Three consecutive frames showing the transit of a particle in the
cathode jet. The camera framing rate was 1000 frames/s. The particle
�circled� comes off the cathode at t�0 ms and is seen to traverse the length
of the arc (�4 cm� in 2 ms, giving a speed of �2000 cm/s.
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proximation 1/R�	2�/	z2 is only good for 	�/	z�1,
whereas 	�/	z approaches 1 in the high frequency experi-
ments. Finally, an effect balancing the self-field force could
be present that is not accounted for in the model. However, it
is unlikely that such an effect could exactly cancel the self-
field effect over the whole higher frequency �100–1600 Hz�
and amplitude range of the present experiment.

A better approximation �still in the thin-wire approxima-
tion� of the self-magnetic field of the arc is calculated in the
Appendix, in which the force due to self-field is integrated
over the whole arc length. However, unlike the case of the
simplified local analytical approximation discussed above, an
analytical expression for the arc shape cannot be obtained in
this case. Therefore, no fits to measured arc shape were pos-
sible in this case. The computed arc shape did not deviate
significantly from the arc shape without the self-field term
�Fig. 21�, indicating that when integrated over the whole arc
length, the self-field effect is small. A fully two-dimensional
numerical calculation including the current density profile
would be needed to fully resolve the issue.

In the case of low frequency parabolic deflection, how-
ever, where the radius of curvature of the arc column is
large, the local approximation should still apply. In fact, the
more accurate approximation used in the Appendix reduces
to the local approximation of Eq. �17� in the limit of para-
bolic deflection �Eq. �A4��, indicating that the self-field ef-
fect is significant in this case. That the self-field should re-
duce deflection for low frequencies, as predicted by Eq. �24�
and seen in Fig. 19 can be seen as follows. For low fre-
quency parabolic deflection, the curvature is pointing in the
same direction as the arc displacement from the axis. For

FIG. 17. Inferred jet speed scales linearly with the arc current. Applied field
frequency is 500 Hz and 692 Hz and electrode separation is 3 cm and 4 cm,
respectively. Error bars are one standard deviation from measurements at
different phases of magnetic field.

FIG. 18. Arc response is linear in the applied magnetic field. The applied
field frequency is 702.5 Hz; electrode separation is 4 cm; arc current is 150
A. Error bars are one standard deviation from measurements at different
phases of magnetic field.

FIG. 19. Inferred linear mass density vs frequency of the applied magnetic
field. Arc current is 150 A. The average jet speed v�23 m/s inferred from
the high frequency fits was used to get mass density from the parabolic fits
of the low frequency �20 Hz� data point, including the self-magnetic field.
Also shown �as the open square point� is the value at 20 Hz if no self-
magnetic field effect is included. Error bars are one standard deviation from
measurements at different phases of magnetic field.

FIG. 20. Experimentally obtained arc shape fitted by the models with and
without the simplified self-magnetic field term, shown with dashed and solid
curves, respectively. The jet speed v and interaction parameter M containing
the mass density are the fit parameters. The model with the simplified self-
field term gives exponential growth of displacement amplitude and can only
approximate the measured arc shape for the first half-wavelength of the
displacement. Arc current is 150 A; applied magnetic field amplitude is 5.6
G; frequency is 1212 Hz.
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higher frequency sinusoidal displacement, however, the cur-
vature is in the opposite direction to the displacement from
the axis. The self-magnetic force is directed from the con-
cave to the convex side of the bent current channel, tending
to open the arc in the parabolic case, and thus decreasing the
deflection, and tending to increase the bending in the sinu-
soidal case.

VI. AN INDUSTRIAL APPLICATION

In this section, the model used for fitting the arc deflec-
tion in the present experiment is applied to an industrial scale
dc arc furnace. Because this involves extrapolation of almost
three orders of magnitude in arc current, only an order of
magnitude estimate will be attempted.

The typical values for a modern dc steelmaking arc fur-
nace are2 I�100 kA, v jet�1 km/s, and furnace diameter
�2r�10 m. The size of the furnace and the arc current
imply a magnetic field at the arc from the wire feeds of B
��0I/2�r�40 G. Assuming an arc diameter of 10 cm and a
mass density corresponding to air at 10 000 K of 1.7
�10	2 kg/m3 gives linear mass density m�1�10	4 kg/m.
Using the model for dc arc deflection without the self-
magnetic field �Eq. �6��, ��(IB/2mv2)z2, the deflection for
0.5 m long arc is 0.5 m at the anode, or �45° from the axis.
This is similar to the deflection observed in some industrial
furnaces,8,9 before any power cable rerouting to decrease the
stray magnetic fields.7

Equation �24� can be used to include the self-magnetic
field effect. Using the above values, N�6. This gives a de-
flection of only 0.07 m, or 8° from the axis. Thus, the self-
field effect might play a significant role in stiffening the arc.

This simplified estimate neglects complexities arising
from the irregularities in the geometry of unmelted scrap
anode, of current distribution in the melt and the electrode,
the effect of an iron furnace shell on the magnetic fields, and
the effects of submerging the arc in a layer of foamy slag as
done in steelmaking. Some of these effects are discussed in
Refs. 2, 8, 30.

VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

A systematic study was made of the behavior of the
�150 A atmospheric pressure arc under the influence of dc
and oscillating transverse magnetic fields. The experimental

setup retains some of the features of industrial arc furnace
and welding installations, i.e., the electrode geometry and
materials, working gas composition and pressure, and the
presence of transverse magnetic fields. The current range
studied is similar to that utilized in welding.

A simple two-parameter model is proposed for the arc
dynamics in transverse magnetic fields, based on a balance
of J�B force and the inertia of the cathode jet. The model
successfully describes the shape of the deflected arc for dc,
low frequency, and high frequency magnetic fields, and
gives reasonable values for the average jet speed v and the
linear mass density m. Both of these parameters are found to
be independent of the applied magnetic field characteristics,
as expected. The inferred average jet speed scales linearly
with the arc current, as predicted by the Maecker’s model,
but is an order of magnitude below the estimated peak value.

The simplicity of the model is also its limitation. The
two free parameters v and m it requires are determined em-
pirically from the experiments. No prescription is given for
relating these to actual cross-sectional and axial profiles of
velocity and mass density. Resolution of these issues would
most likely require a 2D model with radial and axial profiles
of the arc, including pressure, mass density, velocity, and
current density, such as computed in Ref. 31 together with a
closed set of MHD equations.

The self-magnetic field effect on the arc shape have not
been successfully incorporated into the analytical description
of the arc deflection at higher frequencies. As discussed in
the Appendix, the self-magnetic field analysis breaks down
at higher frequencies and has not been iterated to achieve
self-consistency. However, the consistency of the model
without the self-field effect with the experiment for the
whole 100–1600 Hz frequency range indicates that self-field
effects do not play a significant role in this parameter regime
and that the local approximation used is inaccurate �Sec.
V C�. A numerical calculation of the self-field effect also
supports this view �the Appendix�.

The ability to use the thin-wire approximation to de-
scribe the arc dynamics in magnetic fields indicates the pos-
sibility of using this model to analyze instabilities in high
current arcs such as those described in Ref. 32. Additionally,
the importance of the cathode jet shown here indicates that it
may play a role in determining stability properties as well.

In the above analysis, the average jet speed v and linear
mass density m were determined from the application of a
high frequency transverse magnetic field. This method may
be applicable as a diagnostic of flow speed and density in
other arcs and plasma torches where strong flows are present.

The model of the arc deflection presented here is directly
applicable to the arc deflection in welding and also in mate-
rial processing, where oscillating transverse magnetic fields
have been used, for example, to spread the discharge over a
wider processing area.33 Although it involves a large ex-
trapolation in arc current, the model gives a correct estimate
for the deflection angle in steelmaking furnaces. However,
an intermediate-scale (�10 kA� experiments should be per-
formed to explore the applicability of the model to higher
current regimes.

FIG. 21. Numerically calculated arc shape with the self-magnetic field ef-
fect. For comparison, the shape calculated without the self-field effect is
shown as the dashed curve.
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APPENDIX: FORCE DUE TO THE SELF-MAGNETIC
FIELD OF THE ARC COLUMN

An expression for the force per unit length due to self-
field for a plane curve (z ,�(z)), for � small compared to the
length scale of bending is given in Ref. 34,

Fself�
�0I2

4� �
�z	z��

	��z��

	z�
	��z �	��z��

��z	z��2�a2�3/2
dz�, �A1�

where a is the arc radius. For a parabolically deflected arc,
��Az2. Integrating Eq. �A1� from the cathode z�0 to the
anode z�h , the force per unit length is

Fself�	
�0I2A

4� � ln� ��h	z �2�a2�h	z

�z2�a2	z
�

	
h	z

��h	z �2�a2
	

z

�z2�a2	 . �A2�

The maximum value of Fself is at z�h/2 and for a/h�1 is
equal to

Fself,max�	
�0I2A

4� � 2 ln
h

a
	2 � , �A3�

where the minus sign indicates that the direction of the force
is opposite to the deflection � , and is acting to decrease the
deflection. The curvature for the parabola ��Az2 is 1/R
�	��(z)�	2A , for ��(z)�2Az�1, i.e., for z�R . Equa-
tion �A3� thus becomes

Fself,max�
�0I2

4�R � ln
h

a
	1 � . �A4�

Comparing the above to Eq. �17� and using the definition for
N, we obtain that for low frequency and dc deflection,

N�
�0I2

4�mv2 � ln
h

a
	1 � . �A5�

For higher applied magnetic field frequencies, when the
arc shape is not parabolic, integration in Eq. �A1� has to be
done numerically. Substituting the arc shape derived neglect-
ing the self-field effect �Eq. �9�� into Eq. �A1�, the resulting
Fself into Eq. �19�, and solving the differential equation nu-
merically, an approximate arc shape with the self-field effect
can be obtained. Figure 21 compares the arc shape thus ob-
tained with the one neglecting the self-field effect. A com-
parison with Fig. 10 shows that the analytic form �Eq. �17��

gives an overestimate of the self-field effect. The arc shape
in Fig. 21 is still an approximation, however, since the self-
field force obtained is not self-consistent and the process
needs to be iterated. Also, Eq. �A1� starts to break down as
�(�) approaches the wavelength of the bending.
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